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A Course In Game Theory Solution
"Deals with real life situations where objectives of the participants are partially cooperative and
partially conflicting"-Game theory is the mathematical study of interaction among independent, self-interested
agents. The audience for game theory has grown dramatically in recent years, and now spans
disciplines as diverse as political science, biology, psychology, economics, linguistics,
sociology, and computer science, among others. What has been missing is a relatively short
introduction to the field covering the common basis that anyone with a professional interest in
game theory is likely to require. Such a text would minimize notation, ruthlessly focus on
essentials, and yet not sacrifice rigor. This Synthesis Lecture aims to fill this gap by providing a
concise and accessible introduction to the field. It covers the main classes of games, their
representations, and the main concepts used to analyze them.
We live in a highly connected world with multiple self-interested agents interacting and myriad
opportunities for conflict and cooperation. The goal of game theory is to understand these
opportunities. This book presents a rigorous introduction to the mathematics of game theory
without losing sight of the joy of the subject. This is done by focusing on theoretical highlights
(e.g., at least six Nobel Prize winning results are developed from scratch) and by presenting
exciting connections of game theory to other fields such as computer science (algorithmic
game theory), economics (auctions and matching markets), social choice (voting theory),
biology (signaling and evolutionary stability), and learning theory. Both classical topics, such as
zero-sum games, and modern topics, such as sponsored search auctions, are covered. Along
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the way, beautiful mathematical tools used in game theory are introduced, including convexity,
fixed-point theorems, and probabilistic arguments. The book is appropriate for a first course in
game theory at either the undergraduate or graduate level, whether in mathematics,
economics, computer science, or statistics. The importance of game-theoretic thinking
transcends the academic setting—for every action we take, we must consider not only its direct
effects, but also how it influences the incentives of others.
Foundations of Statistics for Data Scientists: With R and Python is designed as a textbook for a
one- or two-term introduction to mathematical statistics for students training to become data
scientists. It is an in-depth presentation of the topics in statistical science with which any data
scientist should be familiar, including probability distributions, descriptive and inferential
statistical methods, and linear modeling. The book assumes knowledge of basic calculus, so
the presentation can focus on "why it works" as well as "how to do it." Compared to traditional
"mathematical statistics" textbooks, however, the book has less emphasis on probability theory
and more emphasis on using software to implement statistical methods and to conduct
simulations to illustrate key concepts. All statistical analyses in the book use R software, with
an appendix showing the same analyses with Python. The book also introduces modern topics
that do not normally appear in mathematical statistics texts but are highly relevant for data
scientists, such as Bayesian inference, generalized linear models for non-normal responses
(e.g., logistic regression and Poisson loglinear models), and regularized model fitting. The
nearly 500 exercises are grouped into "Data Analysis and Applications" and "Methods and
Concepts." Appendices introduce R and Python and contain solutions for odd-numbered
exercises. The book's website has expanded R, Python, and Matlab appendices and all data
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sets from the examples and exercises.
This analytical history of World War I offers a rigorous yet accessible training in game theory,
and a survey of modern political science research.
This text emphasizes the ideas behind modern game theory rather than their mathematical
expression, but defines all concepts precisely. It covers strategic, extensive and coalitional
games and includes the topics of repeated games, bargaining theory and evolutionary
equilibrium.
Computer science and economics have engaged in a lively interaction over the past fifteen
years, resulting in the new field of algorithmic game theory. Many problems that are central to
modern computer science, ranging from resource allocation in large networks to online
advertising, involve interactions between multiple self-interested parties. Economics and game
theory offer a host of useful models and definitions to reason about such problems. The flow of
ideas also travels in the other direction, and concepts from computer science are increasingly
important in economics. This book grew out of the author's Stanford University course on
algorithmic game theory, and aims to give students and other newcomers a quick and
accessible introduction to many of the most important concepts in the field. The book also
includes case studies on online advertising, wireless spectrum auctions, kidney exchange, and
network management.
Eminently suited to classroom use as well as individual study, Roger Myerson's introductory
text provides a clear and thorough examination of the models, solution concepts, results, and
methodological principles of noncooperative and cooperative game theory. Myerson
introduces, clarifies, and synthesizes the extraordinary advances made in the subject over the
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past fifteen years, presents an overview of decision theory, and comprehensively reviews the
development of the fundamental models: games in extensive form and strategic form, and
Bayesian games with incomplete information.

This is a light-hearted introduction to game theory suitable for advanced undergraduate
students or beginning graduate students. It answers three questions. What is game
theory? How is game theory applied? Why is game theory right?
"Social interaction is essential to human life. How do people choose what to do when
they encounter one another? And how do organizations, firms or countries interact?
Game Theory is a modeling tool designed to represent and analyze such strategic
interaction. The first part of this book is devoted to introducing the basic building blocks
of game theory. The parties to the interaction are called players, the courses of actions
available to them are their strategies, and the payoffs of each player from the various
profiles of strategies (of all players) represent the way each player ranks the possible
outcomes of the interaction from her own individual point of view"-Now in its second edition, this popular textbook on game theory is unrivalled in the
breadth of its coverage, the thoroughness of technical explanations and the number of
worked examples included. Covering non-cooperative and cooperative games, this
introduction to game theory includes advanced chapters on auctions, games with
incomplete information, games with vector payoffs, stable matchings and the bargaining
set. This edition contains new material on stochastic games, rationalizability, and the
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continuity of the set of equilibrium points with respect to the data of the game. The
material is presented clearly and every concept is illustrated with concrete examples
from a range of disciplines. With numerous exercises, and the addition of a solution
manual with this edition, the book is an extensive guide to game theory for
undergraduate through graduate courses in economics, mathematics, computer
science, engineering and life sciences, and will also serve as useful reference for
researchers.
The first textbook to explain the principles of epistemic game theory.
Game theory has become increasingly popular among undergraduate aswell as
business school students. This text is the first to provideboth a complete theoretical
treatment of the subject and a variety ofreal-world applications, primarily in economics,
but also in business,political science, and the law. Game theory has become
increasingly popular among undergraduate as well as business school students. This
text is the first to provide both a complete theoretical treatment of the subject and a
variety of real-world applications, primarily in economics, but also in business, political
science, and the law. Strategies and Games grew out of Prajit Dutta's experience
teaching a course in game theory over the last six years at Columbia University.The
book is divided into three parts: Strategic Form Games and Their Applications,
Extensive Form Games and Their Applications, and Asymmetric Information Games
and Their Applications. The theoretical topics include dominance solutions, Nash
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equilibrium, backward induction, subgame perfect equilibrium, repeated games,
dynamic games, Bayes-Nash equilibrium, mechanism design, auction theory, and
signaling. An appendix presents a thorough discussion of single-agent decision theory,
as well as the optimization and probability theory required for the course.Every chapter
that introduces a new theoretical concept opens with examples and ends with a case
study. Case studies include Global Warming and the Internet, Poison Pills, Treasury Bill
Auctions, and Final Jeopardy. Each part of the book also contains several chapterlength applications including Bankruptcy Law, the NASDAQ market, OPEC, and the
Commons problem. This is also the first text to provide a detailed analysis of dynamic
strategic interaction.
Written in a conversational tone, this classroom-tested text introduces the fundamentals
of linear programming and game theory, showing readers how to apply serious
mathematics to practical real-life questions by modelling linear optimization problems
and strategic games. The treatment of linear programming includes two distinct
graphical methods. The game theory chapters include a novel proof of the minimax
theorem for 2x2 zero-sum games. In addition to zero-sum games, the text presents
variable-sum games, ordinal games, and n-player games as the natural result of
relaxing or modifying the assumptions of zero-sum games. All concepts and techniques
are derived from motivating examples, building in complexity, which encourages
students to think creatively and leads them to understand how the mathematics is
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applied. With no prerequisite besides high school algebra, the text will be useful to
motivated high school students and undergraduates studying business, economics,
mathematics, and the social sciences.
A Course in Game Theory presents the main ideas of game theory at a level suitable
for graduate students and advanced undergraduates, emphasizing the theory's
foundations and interpretations of its basic concepts. The authors provide precise
definitions and full proofs of results, sacrificing generalities and limiting the scope of the
material in order to do so. The text is organized in four parts: strategic games,
extensive games with perfect information, extensive games with imperfect information,
and coalitional games. It includes over 100 exercises.
This second edition continues to present all the standard topics in microeconomics, with
calculus, concisely, clearly and with a sense of humor.
This advanced text introduces the principles of noncooperative game theory in a direct and
uncomplicated style that will acquaint students with the broad spectrum of the field while
highlighting and explaining what they need to know at any given point. This advanced text
introduces the principles of noncooperative game theory—including strategic form games, Nash
equilibria, subgame perfection, repeated games, and games of incomplete information—in a
direct and uncomplicated style that will acquaint students with the broad spectrum of the field
while highlighting and explaining what they need to know at any given point. The analytic
material is accompanied by many applications, examples, and exercises. The theory of
noncooperative games studies the behavior of agents in any situation where each agent's
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optimal choice may depend on a forecast of the opponents' choices. "Noncooperative" refers to
choices that are based on the participant's perceived selfinterest. Although game theory has
been applied to many fields, Fudenberg and Tirole focus on the kinds of game theory that have
been most useful in the study of economic problems. They also include some applications to
political science. The fourteen chapters are grouped in parts that cover static games of
complete information, dynamic games of complete information, static games of incomplete
information, dynamic games of incomplete information, and advanced topics.
The outstanding feature of this book is that it provides a unified account of three types of
decision problem. It covers the basic ideas of decision theory, classical game theory, and
evolutionary game theory in one volume. No background knowledge of economics or biology is
required as examples have been carefully selected for their accessibility. Detailed solutions to
the numerous exercises are provided at the back of the book, making it ideal for self-study.
This introduction to game theory is intended as a first course for undergraduate students of
mathematics, but it will also interest advanced students or researchers in biology and
economics.
David M. Kreps has developed a text in microeconomics that is both challenging and "userfriendly." The work is designed for the first-year graduate microeconomic theory course and is
accessible to advanced undergraduates as well. Placing unusual emphasis on modern
noncooperative game theory, it provides the student and instructor with a unified treatment of
modern microeconomic theory--one that stresses the behavior of the individual actor
(consumer or firm) in various institutional settings. The author has taken special pains to
explore the fundamental assumptions of the theories and techniques studied, pointing out both
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strengths and weaknesses. The book begins with an exposition of the standard models of
choice and the market, with extra attention paid to choice under uncertainty and dynamic
choice. General and partial equilibrium approaches are blended, so that the student sees these
approaches as points along a continuum. The work then turns to more modern developments.
Readers are introduced to noncooperative game theory and shown how to model games and
determine solution concepts. Models with incomplete information, the folk theorem and
reputation, and bilateral bargaining are covered in depth. Information economics is explored
next. A closing discussion concerns firms as organizations and gives readers a taste of
transaction-cost economics.
Covering all the essential topics for undergraduate courses, this is the ideal student
introduction to game theory. The book sets out the basics of the subject in a non-technical
way. All discussion and explanation is clear, well structured, and entirely accessible to students
of both economics and business. In addition to describing and explaining the basic theory,
Game Theory uses illustrations and examples to show its application to realistic, topical, and
interesting problems-ranging from strategic decision-making within companies to international
environmental policy-making. The book also features exercises with accompanying solutions to
allow the student to check progress throughout the course, and a guide to further reading at
the end of each chapter.
Game Theory 101: The Complete Textbook is a no-nonsense, games-centered introduction to
strategic form (matrix) and extensive form (game tree) games. From the first lesson to the last,
this textbook introduces games of increasing complexity and then teaches the game theoretical
tools necessary to solve them. Quick, efficient, and to the point, Game Theory 101: The
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Complete Textbook is perfect for introductory game theory, intermediate microeconomics, and
political science.
Game theory provides a mathematical setting for analyzing competition and cooperation in
interactive situations. The theory has been famously applied in economics, but is relevant in
many other sciences, such as political science, biology, and, more recently, computer science.
This book presents an introductory and up-to-date course on game theory addressed to
mathematicians and economists, and to other scientists having a basic mathematical
background. The book is self-contained, providing a formal description of the classic gametheoretic concepts together with rigorous proofs of the main results in the field. The theory is
illustrated through abundant examples, applications, and exercises. The style is distinctively
concise, while offering motivations and interpretations of the theory to make the book
accessible to a wide readership. The basic concepts and results of game theory are given a
formal treatment, and the mathematical tools necessary to develop them are carefully
presented. Cooperative games are explained in detail, with bargaining and TU-games being
treated as part of a general framework. The authors stress the relation between game theory
and operations research. The book is suitable for a graduate or an advanced undergraduate
course on game theory.
A lively introduction to Game Theory, ideal for students in mathematics, computer science, or
economics.
A graduate-level, mathematically rigorous introduction to strategic behavior in a networked
world. This introductory graduate-level text uses tools from game theory and graph theory to
examine the role of network structures and network effects in economic and information
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markets. The goal is for students to develop an intuitive and mathematically rigorous
understanding of how strategic agents interact in a connected world. The text synthesizes
some of the central results in the field while also simplifying their treatment to make them more
accessible to nonexperts. Thus, students at the introductory level will gain an understanding of
key ideas in the field that are usually only taught at the advanced graduate level. The book
introduces basic concepts from game theory and graph theory as well as some fundamental
algorithms for exploring graphs. These tools are then applied to analyze strategic interactions
over social networks, to explore different types of markets and mechanisms for networks, and
to study the role of beliefs and higher-level beliefs (beliefs about beliefs). Specific topics
discussed include coordination and contagion on social networks, traffic networks, matchings
and matching markets, exchange networks, auctions, voting, web search, models of belief and
knowledge, and how beliefs affect auctions and markets. An appendix offers a “Primer on
Probability.” Mathematically rigorous, the text assumes a level of mathematical maturity
(comfort with definitions and proofs) in the reader.

This book offers a gentle introduction to the mathematics of both sides of game
theory: combinatorial and classical. The combination allows for a dynamic and
rich tour of the subject united by a common theme of strategic reasoning.
Designed as a textbook for an undergraduate mathematics class and with ample
material and limited dependencies between the chapters, the book is adaptable
to a variety of situations and a range of audiences. Instructors, students, and
independent readers alike will appreciate the flexibility in content choices as well
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as the generous sets of exercises at various levels.
"I had the good fortune to grow up in a wonderful area of Jerusalem, surrounded
by a diverse range of people: Rabbi Meizel, the communist Sala Marcel, my
widowed Aunt Hannah, and the intellectual Yaacovson. As far as I'm concerned,
the opinion of such people is just as authoritative for making social and economic
decisions as the opinion of an expert using a model." Part memoir, part crashcourse in economic theory, this deeply engaging book by one of the world's
foremost economists looks at economic ideas through a personal lens. Together
with an introduction to some of the central concepts in modern economic thought,
Ariel Rubinstein offers some powerful and entertaining reflections on his
childhood, family and career. In doing so, he challenges many of the central
tenets of game theory, and sheds light on the role economics can play in society
at large. Economic Fables is as thought-provoking for seasoned economists as it
is enlightening for newcomers to the field.
Ideal for non-math majors, Advanced and Multivariate Statistical Methods
teaches students to interpret, present, and write up results for each statistical
technique without overemphasizing advanced math. This highly applied approach
covers the why, what, when and how of advanced and multivariate statistics in a
way that is neither too technical nor too mathematical. Students also learn how to
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compute each technique using SPSS software. New to the Sixth Edition
Instructor ancillaries are now available with the sixth edition. All SPSS directions
and screenshots have been updated to Version 23 of the software. Student
learning objectives have been added as a means for students to target their
learning and for instructors to focus their instruction. Key words are reviewed and
reinforced in the end of chapter material to ensure that students understand the
vocabulary of advanced and multivariate statistics.
Classics in Game Theory assembles in one sourcebook the basic contributions to
the field that followed on the publication of Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern (Princeton, 1944). The
theory of games, first given a rigorous formulation by von Neumann in a in 1928,
is a subfield of mathematics and economics that models situations in which
individuals compete and cooperate with each other. In the "heroic era" of
research that began in the late 1940s, the foundations of the current theory were
laid; it is these fundamental contributions that are collected in this volume. In the
last fifteen years, game theory has become the dominant model in economic
theory and has made significant contributions to political science, biology, and
international security studies. The central role of game theory in economic theory
was recognized by the award of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Science
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in 1994 to the pioneering game theorists John C. Harsanyi, John Nash, and
Reinhard Selten. The fundamental works for which they were honored are all
included in this volume. Harold Kuhn, himself a major contributor to game theory
for his reformulation of extensive games, has chosen eighteen essays that
constitute the core of game theory as it exists today. Drawn from a variety of
sources, they will be an invaluable tool for researchers in game theory and for a
broad group of students of economics, political science, and biology.
BACK IN PRINT with a new preface and a new chapter
Game theory is a fascinating subject. We all know many entertaining games,
such as chess, poker, tic-tac-toe, bridge, baseball, computer games — the list is
quite varied and almost endless. In addition, there is a vast area of economic
games, discussed in Myerson (1991) and Kreps (1990), and the related political
games [Ordeshook (1986), Shubik (1982), and Taylor (1995)]. The competition
between firms, the conflict between management and labor, the fight to get bills
through congress, the power of the judiciary, war and peace negotiations
between countries, and so on, all provide examples of games in action. There are
also psychological games played on a personal level, where the weapons are
words, and the payoffs are good or bad feelings [Berne (1964)]. There are
biological games, the competition between species, where natural selection can
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be modeled as a game played between genes [Smith (1982)]. There is a
connection between game theory and the mathematical areas of logic and
computer science. One may view theoretical statistics as a two-person game in
which nature takes the role of one of the players, as in Blackwell and Girshick
(1954) and Ferguson (1968).Games are characterized by a number of players or
decision makers who interact, possibly threaten each other and form coalitions,
take actions under uncertain conditions, and finally receive some benefit or
reward or possibly some punishment or monetary loss. In this text, we present
various mathematical models of games and study the phenomena that arise. In
some cases, we will be able to suggest what courses of action should be taken
by the players. In others, we hope simply to be able to understand what is
happening in order to make better predictions about the future.
The definitive introduction to game theory This comprehensive textbook
introduces readers to the principal ideas and applications of game theory, in a
style that combines rigor with accessibility. Steven Tadelis begins with a concise
description of rational decision making, and goes on to discuss strategic and
extensive form games with complete information, Bayesian games, and
extensive form games with imperfect information. He covers a host of topics,
including multistage and repeated games, bargaining theory, auctions, rentPage 15/22
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seeking games, mechanism design, signaling games, reputation building, and
information transmission games. Unlike other books on game theory, this one
begins with the idea of rationality and explores its implications for multiperson
decision problems through concepts like dominated strategies and
rationalizability. Only then does it present the subject of Nash equilibrium and its
derivatives. Game Theory is the ideal textbook for advanced undergraduate and
beginning graduate students. Throughout, concepts and methods are explained
using real-world examples backed by precise analytic material. The book
features many important applications to economics and political science, as well
as numerous exercises that focus on how to formalize informal situations and
then analyze them. Introduces the core ideas and applications of game theory
Covers static and dynamic games, with complete and incomplete information
Features a variety of examples, applications, and exercises Topics include
repeated games, bargaining, auctions, signaling, reputation, and information
transmission Ideal for advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students
Complete solutions available to teachers and selected solutions available to
students
What may be the most successful introductory game theory textbook ever written
is now available in its fourth edition. Since it first published in 1989, successive
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editions have made its presentation ever more elegant, with incisive problem sets
and applications.
Game theory, the formalized study of strategy, began in the 1940s by asking how emotionless
geniuses should play games, but ignored until recently how average people with emotions and
limited foresight actually play games. This book marks the first substantial and authoritative
effort to close this gap. Colin Camerer, one of the field's leading figures, uses psychological
principles and hundreds of experiments to develop mathematical theories of reciprocity, limited
strategizing, and learning, which help predict what real people and companies do in strategic
situations. Unifying a wealth of information from ongoing studies in strategic behavior, he takes
the experimental science of behavioral economics a major step forward. He does so in lucid,
friendly prose. Behavioral game theory has three ingredients that come clearly into focus in this
book: mathematical theories of how moral obligation and vengeance affect the way people
bargain and trust each other; a theory of how limits in the brain constrain the number of steps
of "I think he thinks . . ." reasoning people naturally do; and a theory of how people learn from
experience to make better strategic decisions. Strategic interactions that can be explained by
behavioral game theory include bargaining, games of bluffing as in sports and poker, strikes,
how conventions help coordinate a joint activity, price competition and patent races, and
building up reputations for trustworthiness or ruthlessness in business or life. While there are
many books on standard game theory that address the way ideally rational actors operate,
Behavioral Game Theory stands alone in blending experimental evidence and psychology in a
mathematical theory of normal strategic behavior. It is must reading for anyone who seeks a
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more complete understanding of strategic thinking, from professional economists to scholars
and students of economics, management studies, psychology, political science, anthropology,
and biology.
A Course in Game TheoryMIT Press
Noncooperative Game Theory is aimed at students interested in using game theory as a
design methodology for solving problems in engineering and computer science. João
Hespanha shows that such design challenges can be analyzed through game theoretical
perspectives that help to pinpoint each problem's essence: Who are the players? What are
their goals? Will the solution to "the game" solve the original design problem? Using the
fundamentals of game theory, Hespanha explores these issues and more. The use of game
theory in technology design is a recent development arising from the intrinsic limitations of
classical optimization-based designs. In optimization, one attempts to find values for
parameters that minimize suitably defined criteria—such as monetary cost, energy
consumption, or heat generated. However, in most engineering applications, there is always
some uncertainty as to how the selected parameters will affect the final objective. Through a
sequential and easy-to-understand discussion, Hespanha examines how to make sure that the
selection leads to acceptable performance, even in the presence of uncertainty—the unforgiving
variable that can wreck engineering designs. Hespanha looks at such standard topics as zerosum, non-zero-sum, and dynamics games and includes a MATLAB guide to coding.
Noncooperative Game Theory offers students a fresh way of approaching engineering and
computer science applications. An introduction to game theory applications for students of
engineering and computer science Materials presented sequentially and in an easy-toPage 18/22
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understand fashion Topics explore zero-sum, non-zero-sum, and dynamics games MATLAB
commands are included
A fundamental introduction to modern game theory from amathematical viewpoint Game
theory arises in almost every fact of human and inhumaninteraction since oftentimes during
these communications objectivesare opposed or cooperation is viewed as an option. From
economicsand finance to biology and computer science, researchers andpractitioners are often
put in complex decision-making scenarios,whether they are interacting with each other or
working withevolving technology and artificial intelligence. Acknowledging therole of
mathematics in making logical and advantageous decisions,Game Theory: An Introduction
uses modern software applications tocreate, analyze, and implement effective decisionmakingmodels. While most books on modern game theory are either too abstractor too
applied, this book provides a balanced treatment of thesubject that is both conceptual and
hands-on. Game Theoryintroduces readers to the basic theories behind games and
presentsreal-world examples from various fields of study such as economics,political science,
military science, finance, biological science aswell as general game playing. A unique feature
of this book is theuse of Maple to find the values and strategies of games, and inaddition, it
aids in the implementation of algorithms for thesolution or visualization of game concepts.
Maple is also utilizedto facilitate a visual learning environment of game theory and actsas the
primary tool for the calculation of complex non-cooperativeand cooperative games. Important
game theory topics are presented within the followingfive main areas of coverage: Two-person
zero sum matrix games Nonzero sum games and the reduction to nonlinear programming
Cooperative games, including discussion of both the Nucleolusconcept and the Shapley value
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Bargaining, including threat strategies Evolutionary stable strategies and population games
Although some mathematical competence is assumed, appendices areprovided to act as a
refresher of the basic concepts of linearalgebra, probability, and statistics. Exercises are
included at theend of each section along with algorithms for the solution of thegames to help
readers master the presented information. Also,explicit Maple and Mathematica® commands
are included in thebook and are available as worksheets via the book's related Website. The
use of this software allows readers to solve many moreadvanced and interesting games
without spending time on the theoryof linear and nonlinear programming or performing other
complexcalculations. With extensive examples illustrating game theory's wide range
ofrelevance, this classroom-tested book is ideal for game theorycourses in mathematics,
engineering, operations research, computerscience, and economics at the upperundergraduate level. It is alsoan ideal companion for anyone who is interested in the
applicationsof game theory.
Game Theory through Examples is a thorough introduction to elementary game theory,
covering finite games with complete information. The core philosophy underlying this volume is
that abstract concepts are best learned when encountered first (and repeatedly) in concrete
settings. Thus, the essential ideas of game theory are here presented in the context of actual
games, real games much more complex and rich than the typical toy examples. All the
fundamental ideas are here: Nash equilibria, backward induction, elementary probability,
imperfect information, extensive and normal form, mixed and behavioral strategies. The activelearning, example-driven approach makes the text suitable for a course taught through
problem solving. Students will be thoroughly engaged by the extensive classroom exercises,
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compelling homework problems, and nearly sixty projects in the text. Also available are
approximately eighty Java applets and three dozen Excel spreadsheets in which students can
play games and organize information in order to acquire a gut feeling to help in the analysis of
the games. Mathematical exploration is a deep form of play; that maxim is embodied in this
book. Game Theory through Examples is a lively introduction to this appealing theory.
Assuming only high school prerequisites makes the volume especially suitable for a liberal arts
or general education spirit-of-mathematics course. It could also serve as the active-learning
supplement to a more abstract text in an upper-division game theory course.
This book introduces one of the most powerful tools of modern economics to a wide audience:
those who will later construct or consume game-theoretic models. Robert Gibbons addresses
scholars in applied fields within economics who want a serious and thorough discussion of
game theory but who may have found other works overly abstract. Gibbons emphasizes the
economic applications of the theory at least as much as the pure theory itself; formal
arguments about abstract games play a minor role. The applications illustrate the process of
model building--of translating an informal description of a multi-person decision situation into a
formal game-theoretic problem to be analyzed. Also, the variety of applications shows that
similar issues arise in different areas of economics, and that the same game-theoretic tools
can be applied in each setting. In order to emphasize the broad potential scope of the theory,
conventional applications from industrial organization have been largely replaced by
applications from labor, macro, and other applied fields in economics. The book covers four
classes of games, and four corresponding notions of equilibrium: static games of complete
information and Nash equilibrium, dynamic games of complete information and subgamePage 21/22
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perfect Nash equilibrium, static games of incomplete information and Bayesian Nash
equilibrium, and dynamic games of incomplete information and perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
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